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(54) An improved traction axle for work machines

(57) In a traction axle for self-propelling work ma-
chines, two differential groups are provided, operating in
combination on the two semi-axles of the axle in modes
such as to obtain rotation of said semi-axles in a same
direction or in an opposite direction to one another. The
activation of the two differential groups is controlled di-

rectly as a function of command exerted on the steering
of the work machine. With an inverse rotation of the two
semi-axles, the centre of rotation of the vehicle when
performing a curve can be located internally of the base
area of the vehicle, and thus a substantial reduction of
the steering space can be obtained, in comparison to
what is required with traditional work machines.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a traction axle
for self-propelling work machines.
[0002] In particular, the invention relates to the front
traction axle of lift trucks.
[0003] The traditional traction axle of self-propelling
work machines destined for movement of goods in spe-
cific areas, such as ports or areas in general set aside
for sorting containers and general goods, comprises, as
is known, a differential group arranged centrally on the
axle, from which the drive transmission semi-axles depart
towards the two gear-reducer groups complete with
brakes, which, in consideration of the high traction tor-
ques and loads in play, generally comprise two or more
twinned wheels. An axle 10 of this type is schematically
illustrated in figure 1.
[0004] As in all traditional traction axes, when the work
machine steers, the two wheel groups rotate at different
velocities but in the same rotating direction, and the dif-
ference in velocity between the two wheel groups is great-
er the smaller the steering radius required. Figure 2 illus-
trates that the centre of rotation C of the vehicle, during
steering, is given by the conjoining point of the axes 11,
12 of the steering wheels 13, 14 and that the conjoining
point lies on the axis 15 of the axle 10, in any case in an
external position thereto. The configuration illustrated in
the figure might well correspond to the minimum steering
radius obtainable. This means that the steering space
cannot be less than a limit constituted by the circumfer-
ence having the centre positioned in the centre of rotation
C denoted in figure 2 and a radius equal to the distance
of the external pair of wheels 16, from the centre of ro-
tation.
[0005] With the aim of increasing the manoeuvring ca-
pacity of these work machines, a solution has recently
been introduced, object of an industrial patent in the
name of the present applicant, with which the centre of
rotation of the vehicle can be located in an intermediate
position between the two wheels of the axle such as to
allow very small radius steering spaces to be achieved.
Indeed said centre of rotation C can be located in the
central position of the axle 20, coinciding with the axis of
the differential, as illustrated in figure 4, and thus enable
rotation of the vehicle on itself, with a zero radius. In this
situation, the axes 31, 32 of the steering wheels 33, 34
conjoin exactly at the intermediate central point between
the two wheel groups 25, 26 of the axle 20. This is a
special configuration among those obtainable by means
of the structural solution substantially illustrated in figure
3, where two drive inverter groups 29, 30 are located
respectively on the two semi-axles 23, 24 exiting from
the differential 21. Said two inverter groups are automat-
ically engaged or disengaged according to the entity and
direction of steering requested. When the requested
steering is of a modest entity, or in any case such that
the centre of rotation is external of the axle, as in figure
2, neither of the two inverter groups is enabled and there-

fore the motion of the two semiaxes 23, 24 and thus of
the respective wheels 25, 26 is in a same direction,
though having different values, such as normally hap-
pens in all traditional differential groups, while when the
steering requested is of such an entity that the centre of
rotation of the vehicle must be internal of the axle, one
or the other of the above-mentioned inverters is enabled
such as to cause an inverse rotation of the wheel located
internally of the curve.
[0006] A consideration however is that the practical im-
plementation of the above-described solution is associ-
ated with a certain structural complexity of the axle due
not only to the complexity of each drive inverter group
but also the fact that the engaging or disengaging of the
two inverter groups can occur only thanks to the use of
clutch and brake groups duly interposed between the dif-
ferential and the inverter groups, or also between the
inverters and the respective wheel groups.
[0007] The main aim of the present invention is to pro-
vide a traction axle for self-propelling work machines
which enables the aforesaid machines to steer in very
modest spaces and exhibits, at the same time, a struc-
tural configuration having a limited complexity.
[0008] A further aim of the invention is to provide a
traction axle for work machines destined to move con-
tainers in port areas or the like, and/or in general for mov-
ing heavy loads, which enables obtaining minimum steer-
ing spaces and which can be manufactured in an indus-
trially economical way.
[0009] The above aims and more besides will be at-
tained by means of a traction axle, in particular for
self-propelling work machines destined for moving con-
tainers, comprising a differential arranged centrally on
the axle, wherein a second differential works in combi-
nation with the first above-mentioned differential in such
a way as to cause same-direction or opposite rotation of
the two semi-axles of the axle according to whether the
traction drive reaches in input to said first or said second
differential.
[0010] The second differential comprises its own sem-
iaxles arranged parallel to the semiaxles of the traction
axle of the invention, a first semi-axle of the second dif-
ferential being connected to the corresponding semi-axle
of the traction axle of by means of a first pair of cogwheels,
a second semi-axle of the second differential being con-
nected to the corresponding semi-axle of the traction axle
by means of a second pair of cogwheels, a further cog-
wheel, free to rotate, being interposed between the
wheels of said second pair of wheels. The input drive to
the differential arranged centrally on the axle of the in-
vention comes from the traction motor of the work ma-
chine; the drive in input to the second differential advan-
tageously comes from an auxiliary hydraulic or electric
motor, having sufficient power to enable rotation of the
work machine, or it comes from the traction motor via a
gearbox which alternatively connects said motor to said
main differential or to said second differential.
[0011] In the configuration in which the drive reaches
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in input to the second differential instead of the main dif-
ferential, the two wheels of the axle rotate in the opposite
direction to one another, so the centre of rotation of the
vehicle becomes internal of the space comprised be-
tween the two wheels, the exact location thereof being a
function of the steering angle required. At the maximum
steering angle requested, the two wheels rotate at the
same velocity and in opposite directions, and the centre
of rotation of the vehicle coincides with the centre of the
traction axle, thus obtaining the result that the vehicle
can in practice rotate on itself, about the vertical axis
passing through the main differential.
[0012] It is clear that the advantages with respect to
both the traditional vehicles at present in use, and with
respect to the vehicles in which the solution comprising
the inverter groups on the two semiaxes of the axle is
adopted, which advantages are associated on the one
hand to the possibility of bringing the centre of rotation
of the vehicle internally of the space comprised between
the drive wheels, and on the other hand to the structural
simplicity that is overall obtainable.
[0013] Further characteristics and advantages of the
present invention will more fully emerge from the detailed
description that follows of a preferred, though not exclu-
sive, embodiment, of the invention, illustrated purely by
way of non-limiting example, in the accompanying further
figures, in which:

figure 5 is a schematic plan view of a traction axle
according to the invention;
figure 6 is a further embodiment of the axle of the
invention.

[0014] With reference to figure 5, 40 denotes in its en-
tirety a traction axle, in particular for large and high-per-
formance self-propelled work machines. The axle 40
comprises a first differential 41 which is reached by the
drive 42 generated by the traction motor of the work ma-
chine, and from which two semi-axles 43, 44 branch off
towards the two drive wheels 45, 46.
[0015] The two semiaxes 43, 44 are respectively cou-
pled in rotation with further two semiaxes 47, 48, exiting
from a second differential 49, arranged parallel to the first
differential 41; the coupling between the two semiaxes
43, 47, located on a side of the two differentials, is
achieved by a simple pair of cogwheels 50, 51, solidly
constrained respectively to the semi-axle 43 and the
semi-axle 47, while the coupling between the other two
semiaxes 44, 48, located on the other side of the differ-
entials, takes place by means of the use of three cog-
wheels 52, 53, 54, two of which, 52, 54 are solidly con-
strained respectively to the semi-axle 44 and the semi-
axle 48, and the other cogwheel 54 is interposed, freely
rotatingly, between said two cogwheels 52, 53.
[0016] With this structural configuration it can be ob-
served that, independently of the functioning mode
and/or the activation of the two differentials as illustrated
in the following, two of the above-mentioned semiaxles

43, 47 always rotate in opposite directions, while the other
two semiaxles 44, 48 rotate always in the same direction.
[0017] It therefore follows that:

a) in the event that no drive from the auxiliary motor
56 or other sources reaches the input pinion 55 of
the second differential 49, and the pinion is kept idle,
and in the further event that the traction drive arrives
in input to the first differential 41, the drive will be
transmitted to the two semi-axles 43, 44 according
to the normal modes of the traditional differentials,
and therefore said semi-axles will rotate at equal ve-
locities or different velocities but always in the same
direction; the semi-axle 47 connected to the semi-
axles 43 will rotate in the opposite direction thereto,
while the semi-axle 48 drawn in rotation by the sat-
ellite and planetary gears of the differential 41 will
rotate in the opposite direction to the semi-axle 47
and therefore in the same direction as the semi-axle
43 and the semi-axle 44.
The possible different rotation velocity, in direction
as well as modulus, of the semi-axles 47 and 48 is
compensated by the crown of the differential 49
which is idle.
b) in the event that no drive reaches the input pinion
57 of the first differential 41, and the pinion is kept
idle, and in the further event that the traction drive
arrives in input to the second differential 49, the drive
is transmitted to the two semi-axles 47, 48 according
to the normal modes of the traditional differentials,
and said semi-axles will rotate at a same velocity or
different velocities but always in the same direction;
the semi-axle 43, connected to the semi-axle 47, will
rotate in the opposite direction thereto, while the
semi-axle 44 drawn in rotation by the satellite and
planetary gears of the differential 49, will rotate in
the opposite direction to the semi-axle 43 and in the
same direction as the semi-axle 47 and the semi-
axle 48.

[0018] The possible different rotation velocity, in direc-
tion as well as in modulus, of the semi-axles 43 and 44,
is compensated by the crown of the differential 41, which
is idle.
[0019] The result of the above is such that in the first
case the semi-axles 43, 44, to which the wheels of the
work machine are connected, rotate in the same direc-
tion, while in the second case said semi-axles 43, 44 and
therefore the wheels 45, 46 rotate in the opposite direc-
tion, and thus in the condition in which the centre of ro-
tation of the vehicle during a curve is internal of the space
comprised between the two wheels, the exact positioning
of said centre of rotation being a function of the difference
between the rotation velocity of the wheels, which is also
a function of the degree of steering that is to be obtained.
[0020] In the limit situation corresponding to the greater
degree of steering obtainable, this difference in velocity
is nil and the centre of rotation of the vehicle coincides
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with the vertical axis passing through the centre of the
axle. The centre of rotation distances from the
above-mentioned vertical axis progressively as a smaller
degree of steering is requested. At the moment when,
proceeding in the request for a progressively smaller
steering, said centre of rotation comes to be positioned
at one of the two wheels 45, 46, the rotation velocity of
this wheel is annulled and then recommences in the op-
posite direction, i.e. in the same direction as the other
wheel, and said centre of rotation is located externally of
the space comprised between the two wheels, and has,
from this point onwards, the same behaviour as the ve-
hicles provided with a traditional axle.
[0021] Note that the inversion of the rotation velocity
of one of the two wheels of the axle takes place, in ref-
erence to previous points a) and b), only following the
change in the activation of the two differentials 41, 49,
i.e. following the change of the transmission of the trac-
tion drive from one to the other of said differentials.
[0022] Further note that this change of activation oc-
curs automatically according to the command on the ve-
hicle steering, thanks to a control unit which as a function
of various positioning and status signals coming from
sensors associated to the vehicle wheels and/or various
devices, pilots the above-mentioned gearbox in the ac-
tivating of the differentials, enabling or not the drive trans-
mission of the main and auxiliary traction motors, or in-
tervening on a true and proper mechanical gearbox for
transmission of the traction drive coming from the traction
motor of the vehicle, according to the possible schematic
structural configuration illustrated in figure 6.
[0023] The axle 40’ of this embodiment of the invention
is provided with a gearbox 60, interposed between the
shaft of the traction motor of the vehicle and the pinions
55’, 57’, of the two differentials 49’, 41’, positioned and
connected to one another according to the diagram of
figure 5.
[0024] The function of said gearbox 60 is simply to shift
the traction drive 42’ from one to the other of the pinions
55’, 57’ of the two differentials 49’, 41’, which shift is ad-
vantageously controlled as a function of the degree of
steering that is to be obtained. When a minimum-radius
steering is requested, i.e. for which the centre of rotation
of the vehicle has to be positioned internally of the two
wheels 45’, 46’ of the vehicle, the gearbox 60 is automat-
ically commanded to transmit the traction drive 42’ only
towards the pinion 55’ of the differential 49’. When, on
the other hand, the steering requested is of a smaller
entity, so that the centre of rotation of the vehicle is po-
sitioned externally of the base perimeter of the vehicle,
the gearbox 60 is automatically commanded to transmit
the traction drive 42’ only towards the pinion 57’ of the
differential 41’.
[0025] Further solutions can certainly be provided, as
well as structural configurations comprising various de-
vices that can equally enable activation of one or the
other differential, and, consequently, the positioning of
the centre of rotation C of the vehicle internally of the

axle in automatic mode according to the degree of steer-
ing requested.
[0026] As well as self-propelling work machines des-
tined to move containers in port areas, the axle of the
invention can obviously be applied also to self-propelling
machines operating in the sectors when the logistics, i.e.
optimisation of the spaces available for storing goods,
have a strategic role. Modifications of a practical-appli-
cational nature can be made to the constructional details
of the variants and embodiments described above with-
out their forsaking the scope of protection of the inventive
idea as claimed herein below.

Claims

1. A traction axle, in particular for self-propelling work
machines, said self-propelling work machines com-
prising, additionally to said traction axle, idle steering
or directing wheels activated by a steering com-
mand, characterised in that it comprises a first dif-
ferential (41) connected by means of two semi-axles
(43, 44) to wheels (45, 46) of the work machine and
a second differential (49) operating in combination
with said first differential (41) such as to obtain an
equal or opposite rotation of said semi-axles (43, 44)
according to whether the traction motion of the ma-
chine is in input to said first differential (41) or to said
second differential (49), giving rise to a change of
activation which occurs automatically according to
the command on the vehicle steering, due to a control
unit acting according to various positioning and sta-
tus signals in arrival from sensors associated to the
vehicle wheels.

2. The traction axle (40) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that the said control unit
acts according to various positioning and status sig-
nals in arrival from sensors associated to the vehicle
wheels piloting the aforesaid change in activation of
the differentials, enabling or not the transmission of
drive of main and auxiliary traction motors.

3. The traction axle (40) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that said second differential
(49) is connected to two further semi-axles (47, 48)
arranged parallel to said semi-axles (43, 44) con-
nected to the wheels (45, 46) of the work machine,
a first semi-axle (47) of said further semi-axles (47,
48) being connected to the corresponding semi-axle
(43) connected to the wheel (45) of the machine by
means of a first pair of gears (50, 51), a second semi-
axle (48) of said further semi-axles (47, 48) being
connected to the corresponding semi-axle (44) con-
nected to the other wheel (46) of the machine by
means of a second pair of gears (52, 53), a freely
rotating further gear (54) being interposed between
the gears of said second pair of gears.
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4. The traction axle (40) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that the drive in input to said
first differential (41) originates from the traction motor
of the work machine and the drive in input to said
second differential (49) originates from an auxiliary
motor (56).

5. The traction axle (40) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that the transmission of the
drive in input to said first differential (41) takes place
alternatively to the transmission of the motion in input
to said second differential (49).

6. The traction axle (40’) according to claim 1, charac-
terised in that it comprises a gearbox (60) inter-
posed between the shaft of the traction motor of the
work machine and the pinions (55’, 57’) of said dif-
ferentials (41’, 49’), said gearbox (60) being suitable
for switching the traction motion (42’) from one of
said pinions (55’, 57’) to the other.

7. The traction axle (40’) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that the said control unit
acts according to various positioning and status sig-
nals in arrival from sensors associated to the vehicle
wheels and piloting the aforesaid change in activa-
tion of the differential, by intervening on said me-
chanical transmission gearbox of the traction drive
originating from the vehicle traction motor.

8. The traction axle (40’) according to the preceding
claim, characterised in that said gearbox (60) is
commanded to automatically switch the traction mo-
tion from one of said differentials (41’, 49’) to the
other, according to a steering angle requested for
the work machine.
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